For the first time this paper proposes a new fault-tolerant routing algorithm for the well known class of network, OTIS-cube. In this new proposed algorithm, each node A starts by computing the first level unsafety set, A S 1 , composed of the set of unreachable direct neighbours. It then performs m-1 exchanges with its neighbours to determine the k-level unsafety sets
INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in a class of interconnection networks called Optical Transpose Interconnection Systems "OTIS-networks" [1, 2] . The importance of studying the OTIS-networks stems from the fact that it allows us to define unlimited number of new networks and further study and analyse more deeply some known networks such as hypercube [3] and mesh [4] . Marsden et al were the first to propose the OTIS-networks [5] . Extensive modelling results for the OTIS have been reported in [6] . The achievable terabit throughput at a reasonable cost makes the OTIS a strong competitor to the electronic alternatives [5, 7] . These encouraging findings prompt the need for further testing of the suitability of the OTIS for real-world parallel applications. A number of computer architectures have been proposed in which the OTIS was used to connect different processors [5] . Krishnamoorthy et al [7] have shown that the power consumption is minimised and the bandwidth rate is maximised when the OTIS computer is partitioned into N groups of N processors each. Due to this fact and its attractive topological properties we will limit our study to this type of OTIS networks [7, 8] . Furthermore the advantage of using the OTIS as optoelectronic architecture lies in its ability to manoeuvre the fact that free space optical communication is superior in terms of speed and power consumption when the connection distance is more than few millimetres [7] . In the OTIS, shorter (intra-chip) communication is realised by electronic interconnects while longer (inter-chip) communication is realised by free space interconnects. The philosophy behind this separation is to utilise the benefits of both the optical and electronic technologies. Throughout this paper the terms OTIS-computer and OTIS-network will refer to parallel architectures based on the OTIS technology.
Processors within a group are connected by a certain interconnecting topology, while transposing group and processor indexes achieve inter-group links. Figure 1 show a 16 processor OTIS connection. Using cube as a factor network will yield the OTIS-cube in denoting this network.
OTIS-cube is basically constructed by "multiplying" a cube topology by itself. The set of vertices is equal to the Cartesian product on the set of vertices in the factor cube network. The set of edges E in the OTIS-cube consists of two subsets, one is from the factor cube, called cube-type edges, and the other subset contains the transpose edges. The OTIS approach suggests implementing cube-type edges by electronic links since they involve intra-chip short links and implementing transpose edges by free space optics. Throughout this paper the terms "electronic move" and the "OTIS move" (or "optical move") will be used to refer to data transmission based on electronic and optical technologies, respectively. This paper proposes a fault-tolerant routing algorithm based on the set of unsafety vectors for the "OTIS-cube" network. Most of the existing work on OTIS-cube network focused on its topological properties [8] and up to our knowledge this is the first fault-tolerant routing algorithm proposed for the OTIS-cube based on sets of unsafety vectors. The binary n-cube has been one of the most popular network topologies for multicomputers due to its attractive topological properties, e.g. regular structure, low diameter, and ability to 〈1,0〉 〈1,1〉   〈1,2 〈1,3〉   〈2,0〉 〈2,1〉   〈2,3〉   〈2,2〉   〈3 3〉  〈3,2〉 〈3,1〉 〈3,0 exploit communication locality. Several experimental and commercial systems have been built using the factor cube network including the NCUBE-2 [9] and Intel iPSC [10] . The efficient inter-processor communication is the key to good system performance. The routing algorithm has great impact on network performance. Routing in fault-tolerant and fault-free ncube (or the cube for short) and its variants has been extensively studied in the past (e.g. see [11] ) and hardly you may find any fault-tolerant routing algorithm or even fault-free algorithm in OTIS-cube. As the network size scales up the probability of processor and link failure also increases. It is therefore essential to design fault-tolerant routing algorithms that allow to route messages between non-faulty nodes in the presence of faulty components (links and nodes). Few fault-free routing strategies have been proposed in the literature for the cube [11, 12] . Most of these algorithms have assumed that a node knows either only the status of its neighbours (such a model is called local-informationbased) or the status of all the nodes (global-information-based). Local-information-based routing yields sub-optimal routes (if not routing failure) due to the insufficient information upon which the routing decisions are made. Global-information-based routing can achieve optimal or near optimal routing. However, high communication overhead is involved in such algorithms to maintain up-to-date fault information at all network nodes. The main challenge is to develop a simple and effective way of representing limited global fault information that allows optimal or near-optimal routing. This is the first attempt to design a limited-global-information-based algorithm for the OTIS-cube based on the set of unsafety vectors. The new proposed limited-global-information-based routing algorithm for the OTIS-cube based on the set of unsafety vectors utilizing the attractive topological properties of OTIS-cube network [8] to achieve an efficient fault-tolerant routing. Each node in OTIS-cube A starts by determining the set of unreachable immediate neighbours due to faulty nodes and links. This set is referred to as the first-level unsafety set at node A and is denoted S represents the set of all nodes at distance k from A which are faulty or unreachable from node A due to faulty links which causing a network partitioning. Equipped with these unsafety sets, each node calculates numeric unsafety vectors and uses them to achieve efficient fault-tolerant routing algorithm. The larger the value of m is the better the routing decisions are, but at the expense of more computation and communication overhead. A performance analysis for the proposed routing based on the set of unsafety vectors through extensive simulation experiments is then presented. The results reveal that the unsafety vectors algorithm detects the faulty nodes prior to its traverse and it has achieved high percentage of reachability because the routing algorithm can determine its routing path and reach its destination efficiently.
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
The n-dimensional undirected graph binary n-cube n Q is one of the well known networks which have been used in real life systems [9, 10] . Definition 1: The undirected graph n-cube with n 2 vertices, representing nodes, which are labelled by the n 2 binary strings of length n. Two nodes are joined by an edge if, and only if, their labels differ in exactly one bit position. The label of node A is written a n a n-1 …a 1 , where a i ∈ {0, 1} is the i th bit (or bit at i-th dimension) [3] .
From the above definition the neighbour of a node A along the i-th dimension is denoted ) (i A . A faulty n-cube contains faulty nodes and/or links. The OTIS-cube is obtained by "multiplying" a cube topology by itself. The vertex set is equal to the Cartesian product on the vertex set in the factor cube network. The edge set consists of edges from the factor network and new edges called the transpose edges. The formal definition of the OTIS-cube is given below. Definition 2: Let cube = (V 0 , E 0 ) be an undirected graph representing a cube network. The OTIS-cube = (V, E) network is represented by an undirected graph obtained from cube as follows V = {〈x, y〉 | x, y ∈ V 0 } and E = {(〈x, y〉, 〈x, z〉) | if (y, z)∈E 0 } ∪ {(〈x, y〉, 〈y, x〉) | x, y ∈ V 0 } [8] .
In the OTIS-cube the address of a node u = 〈x, y〉 from V is composed of two components. The notation 〈g, p〉 is used to refer to the group and processor addresses, respectively. Two nodes 〈g and if the number of optical moves is an even number of moves and more than two, then the paths can be compressed into a shorter path of the form: 〈g
〉 where the symbols O and E stand for optical and electronic moves respectively. When g1 ≠ g2, and the path involves an odd number of OTIS moves. In this case the paths can be compressed into a shorter path of the form:
The Topological properties of the OTIS-cube are defined as follows [8] : 1-Size: If the cube factor network of size N, then the size of the OTIS-cube is N 2 . 2-Degree: Let 〈g, p〉 be any node in OTIS-cube. Then the degree (or deg) of the OTIS-cube is as follows: 
are called spare neighbours. Routing through a spare neighbour increases the routing distance by two over the minimum distance. In general, a preferred neighbour is one step closed to the destination while a spare neighbour increases the routing distance two or more steps over the minimum distance. An optimal path can be obtained by routing through all preferred dimensions in some order. A node T is called an (A, D) -preferred transit node if any preferred dimension for the routing from A to T is also a preferred dimension for the routing from A to D.
THE UNSAFETY VECTORS FAULT-TOLERANT ROUTING ALGORITHM
In this section we introduce the adapted fault-tolerant routing algorithm, based on the concept of unsafety sets (defined below). Before presenting the new algorithm, we first discuss how a node in the OTIS-cube calculates its unsafety sets.
The unsafety sets calculations
The calculation of the unsafety sets is as follows: Definition 4: The number of direct neighbours np of a node A, <g A ,p A >, is defined as: 
The k-level unsafety set A k S represents node A's view of the set of nodes at distance k from A which are faulty or unreachable from A due to faulty nodes and links. Notice that if the network is disconnected due to faulty nodes and links, A's view about unreachable nodes may not be accurate. In this case massage of Unreachability may occur. Figure 2 gives an outline of the Find_Unsafety_Sets algorithm that node A uses it to determine it's faulty and unsafety sets. Example 1: Consider a two-dimensional OTIS-cube with four faulty nodes (faulty nodes are represented as black nodes), as shown in Figure 3 . Table 1 
and u j = v j for all j < i. Example 2: Consider the OTIS-cube depicted in Figure 3 where the source node A=0100, the destination node D=1011, and let m=1. According to the unsafety vectors algorithm, the source node A will route message to a preferred neighbor associated with the least number of preferred faulty nodes in its unsafety sets, which is node 0110. By performing the same operations the message will be routed through an optical move to node 1001 then finally to its destination 1011. 
Proof: Since
is not the minimal such vector (for the preferred neighbours).
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
This section conducts performance statistical results of the proposed unsafety vectors approach. To this end, a simulation study has been carried out for the unsafety vectors approach over a 16-node 2 dimensions OTIS-cube with different random distributions of faulty nodes. We started with a non-faulty OTIScube and then the number of faulty nodes was increased gradually up to 50% of the network size with random fault distribution. A total of 256 source-destination pairs where selected from each node to all other nodes in the network at each run. Before presenting the results, we define the following variables, which will be used to quantify some performance measures. -Total: total number of generated messages. -Routing_Distance: number of links crossed by a message.
-Optimal_Distance: Minimum distance between the message source and destination.
FailCount: number of routing failure cases. -Looping Count: number of messages which cross a number of links beyond a maximum threshold before being discarded. By using the above variables we propose the following three performance measures as the basis for studying the unsafety vectors algorithm. 
Count Looping
The average deviation from optimality indicates how close the achieved routing is to the minimal distance routing. The percentage of Unreachability measures the percentage of messages that the algorithm failed to deliver to destination due to faulty components. The percentage of loops indicates the ratio of messages that failed to reach destinations due to network partitioning. We believe that these three measures give realistic indications on the performance of a fault-tolerance routing algorithm and are adequate for this type of comparative simulation. The unsafety vectors algorithm is capable to route messages using optimal distance paths especially for a large number of faulty components. Under high fault rates our algorithm is capable to route a large percentage of messages for which most of other routing algorithms announces routing failure with number of faulty nodes reaches the network degree [12, 14] . This is due to the fact that the unsafety vectors algorithm repeatedly chooses to route through areas of the network with the least number of faults in the neighbourhood applying a greedy approach giving more weight to the nearest neighbourhoods. The unsafety vectors algorithm tends to select paths that diverge from areas with high counts of faulty components. Figure 7 shows the results for the OTIS-cube where n=4 with 256 nodes. The result shows that our algorithm keeps stable in terms of reachability, Deviation, and looping regardless of the network size with a little increase of percentage of unreachability due to the increase of the networks size, which mean it, is capable to be implemented to any OTIS-cube size without any restrictions or conditions.
OTIS-cube n=3

CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a new fault-tolerant routing based on the concept of unsafety vectors. As a first step in this algorithm, each node A determines its view of the faulty set F A of nodes which are either faulty or unreachable from A. This is achieved by performing at most 2n exchanges with the reachable neighbours. After determining F A , node A calculates m unsafety sets denoted and 2n+1. The m-level unsafety set represents the set of all nodes at distance m from A which are faulty or unreachable from A due to faulty links or nodes. Equipped with these unsafety sets each node calculates unsafety vectors and uses them to achieve faulttolerant routing in the OTIS-cube. The larger the value of m is the better the routing decisions are, but at the expense of more communication overhead. A performance result of the proposed algorithm has been presented. Results have revealed that the new algorithm performs substantially in terms of the routing distance and percentage of reachability even when the parameter m is at its lowest value of 1.
